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ABSTRACT 
Let T denote the triangle with vertices (ui, vi) i = 1, 2, 3. The purpose of this paper is to present 
a family of cubature rules for approximating the double integral of f(u, v) over T. A FORTRAN 
implementation f the method is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the double integral 
I f  f (u,v) dvdu, 
R 
and assume that this integral can be written as an 
iterated integral of  the form 
b /o (u)  f(u, v) dvdu. a p(u) 
It is common practice to approximate the latter 
integral by the repeated application of known one- 
dimensional quadrature rules. The resulting two- 
dimensional cubature rules are called generalized 
product rules (GP rules) [2, pp. 274]. GP rules can be 
developed for a wide class of regions R [4, pp. 15, 
347] and are particularly effective when R is a 
rectangle. However, for regions such as the unit disc, 
GP rules may converge slowly as the precision of the 
generating quadrature rules is increased. This is not 
unexpected since GP rules are not in general exact 
for polynomials in u and v, and the standard conver- 
gence theorem [4, pp. 22] does not apply. However, 
this criticism does not hold ff the boundary curves 
p(u) and o(u) for the region R are polynomials of 
low degree. 
In this paper we give a family of Gauss-Legendre GP 
rules for the triangle T. These cubature rules require 
n2 evaluations of f and are exact whenever f is a poly- 
nomial in u and v of degree ~ 2n - 2. If f is continuous 
on T, the cubature rror En(f ) -~ 0 as n -~ ... 
The polynomial precision of the GP rules we consider 
is one less than that of the conical product rules (CP 
rules) given by Stroud [4, pp. 28,366]. The CP rules 
for T require n2 evaluations of f and are exact when- 
ever fis a polynomial of degree < 2n-1  in u and v. 
However, the GP rules for T are more convenient to 
program for a computer, since it will be shown that 
they require the storage of 2n fewer weights and 
abscissas. We believe this advantage compensates for 
the slight loss in polynomial precision suffered by the 
GP rules. 
2. GENERALIZED PRODUCT RULES FOR T 
Let the function fand the vertices (ui, vi) i = 1, 2, 3 
of the triangle T be given. We wish to approximate 
the integral 
I = I I  f(u, v) dvdu.  
T 
The aft?me transformation u =~0(x, y), v = ~ (x, y), 
where 
~(x,  y) = (u 2 - Ul)  x + (u 3 - Ul) y + u 1 
(1) 
~(x,y)  = (v 2 -v l )  x + (v 3 -v l )  y + v 1 , 
maps the triangle T* wit'-~ertices (0, 0), (1,0) and 
(0, 1) onto T. The Jacobian of the transformation is 
j = (u 2 - Ul) (v 3 - Vl) - (v 2 - Vl) (u 3 - Ul). (2) 
Hence, 
I = I J IST , /g  (x, y) dy dx, (3) 
where 
gCx, y) = f[¢Cx, y) ,  ¢/(x, y)]. 
The previous integral can be approximated by a GP 
rule. 
Let A i and a i, i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n denote the weights and 
abscissas for the n-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
rule on [-1, 1]. Set x = (1 - x-)/2, then 
1 1 G[ (1 -~) /2 ]d i  ST. fg(x,  y) dy dx = ~- I1  
n 
~-2- i l  ~- 1Ai Ola'g [(1-ai) /2,  y]dy, (4) 
(*) F. G.I.ether, Department of Mathematics, The University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 30602, 
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where we have used the notation ai = (1 + ai)/2 and 
G(x) = $1-x g(x, y) dy. 
0 
Introduce the change of variable y = a i (1 - ~) / 2 and 
note that 
ig[il_ aiT/2,y]dy ai  fl = "-2--" 1 g[(1- ai7/2, 
ai n=z 1ai(l -y)/2]d~-,~ -~- j Ajg[(1-ai)/2, 
ai(1 -a  j) /2].  (5) 
In view of (3)-(5) and (17, 
n n 
f(u, v) dvdu-- ~ i~1 jZ--1 wij f(a ij' 13@+ En(f" ).fT.#" 
(6) 
where J is given by (2) and 
wij = (1 + ai7 A iA j ,  
ai j  = (u 2 -Ul) (1 -a i ) /2  + (u 3-u17 (1 + ai)(1 -aj)/4 
+u I , 
/3ij = (v2-vl)  (1 -a i ) /2  + (v3-v17 (1 + ai7 (1 -aj) /4 
+ v I • 
It is worthwhile to compare the CP rules for T with 
the GP rules (6). Let B i and bi, i=  1,2, . . . ,n denote 
the weights and abscissas for the n-point Gaussian 
quadrature rule on [-1, 1] corresponding to the 
weight function (x + 17. In the two-dimensional case 
the conical product rules [5, pp. 40] for T can be 
expressed in the form 
$T I f(u, v) dv du = IJI n n , , , 
8' i___Z1 j_-E 1 wi j f ia i j '~i j )  
+ E n If), 
where  
(7) 
w:.lj = B i  Aj  , 
a:. = (u 2 -Ul) (1 - bi)/2 + (u3-ul) (1 + bi) (1 -aj)/4 xj 
+u I , 
Ij = (v2 -v l )  (1 -b i ) /2  + (v 3 -Vl) (1 + bi) (1 -a j ) /4  
+ v 1 • 
It is straightforward to verify that (67 and (7) satisfy 
the following properties : 
07 Enif) = 0 (En(f) = 07 fffis a polynomial of 
degree < 2n-2  (2n-17 in u and v, 
(ii) Both wij, wij > 0 and (aij, ~ij)' (~ij, ~'ij) e T 
i,j= 1,2 ..... n, 
(iii) En(f ) -, 0 and E'n(f ) --, 0 as n ~ 0o if f is con- 
tinuous on T, by [4, pp. 22]. 
The Gaussian weights and abscissas A i, a i and Bi, b i 
have been extensively tabulated by Stroud and Secrest 
[5, pp. 100, 174]. Since Gauss-Legendre quadrature 
rules on [-1, 1] are fully symmetric, 
An + 1 -i -- Ai 
and 
an+ l _ i=-a i  , i=1 ,2  .. . .  [(n+ 1)/2], 
it is only necessary to have the [(n + 1)/2] nonnegative 
abscissas and corresponding weights to employ the GP 
rule (6). In contrast o (6), the CP rule i 7) requires the 
2n additional weights and abscissas Bi, bi, i = 1, 2 .... ,n 
for the non-fully symmetric Gaussian rule correspond- 
ing to the weight function ix + 17 on [-1, 1]. Thus, (6) 
enjoys the advantage of being more convenient to use 
than (7), at the cost of being exact for polynomials of 
one degree less than (7). 
3. A SUBROUTINE FOR INTEGRATING OVER T 
A short FORTRAN subroutine DTRIA is given which 
employs (6) to approximate I. The calling sequence is
CALL DTRIA (N, U1, Vl, U2, V2, U3, V3, ABSC, 
WGHT, APROX, F) 
and the program listing gives the complete documenta- 
tion necessary for its use. 
It should be noted that DTRIA specifies that the arrays 
ABSC and WGHT contain the [(n + 1)/2] nonnegative 
abscissas a i and corresponding weights A i for the n- 
point Gauss-Legendre ule on [-1, 1]. For a fixed 
sequence of n's, these constants could be given to 
DTRIA by a separate subroutine analogous to GLO16 
[4, pp. 348]. A more convenient method, which avoids 
the explicit creation of DATA statements, i  to generate 
the a i and A i in line for any required n. For example, 
by a subroutine such as GRULE [2, pp. 369], or less 
efficiently by JACOBI [5, pp. 29]'. This approach also 
enjoys the advantage of determining the a i and A i to 
the accuracy of the particular computer being used. 
We employed the previous method to test DTRIA on 
the CDC and IBM computing systems at the Univer- 
sity of Georgia Computing Center. 
4. NUMERICAL  EXPERIMENTS 
All of the calculations in this section were done on 
the CDC Cyber-70/74 computer using double pre- 
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cision floating point arithmetic (96 bit mantissa). 
EXAMPLE 1 
The integral 
1 (u 2 v2)]dvdu V(h, q )=-~-S  squ/h exp [ -~ - + 
has been tabulated by Nicholson [3]. By using series 
techniques he found V(2, 3) ~ .145051. DTRIA with 
(ui, vi) i = 1, 2, 3 as (0, 0), (2, 0) and (2, 3) gives 
the approximations li ted in table 1. 
EXAMPLE 2 
Consider the probability P given by 
p x/~ ST Sexp(  2 [(u-5) 2 (u-S)(v-9) 
=24~. - -3 - "  4 ' -  8 
( v-9)2, ]} dv du. 
+ 16 
Here, the vertices (ui,vi) i= 1, 2, 3 o f t  are (2,9), 
(7,8) and (9,13). Table 2 contains the approximations 
obtained for P by DTRIA. Although one is not usually 
interested in computing probabilities this accurately, 
table 2 indicates that we have 4-phce accuracy when 
n = 4. It is interesting to compare the convenience of
the method used here with that given in [1, pp. 956] 
for this integral. 
EXAMPLE 3 
We have already noted that (6) is easier to use than (7) 
and that this advantage t nds to compensate for the 
loss in polynomial precision of (6). As an experiment, 
both (6) and (7) were used to approximate he two 
integrals : 
1 1-u 
I 1 = I 0 S O sin (u + 2v) dv du 
0.38682 22713 95055 65895 
1 1-u 
12 =/(3 l0 exp [sin u cos v] dv du 
,-0.69181 04506 61231 57320. 
Tables 3 and 4 show that the CP rule (7) is somewhat 
more accurate on each of these integrals, as would be 
expected inview of property (i) of section 2, (The 
numbers in parentheses indicate the power of 10 by 
which the leading decimal number is to be multiplied.) 
The price paid for the increased accuracy of (7) is that 
2n additional parameters b i and B i are required beyond 
those needed for (6). 
In tables 3 and 4 the errors E n and E~ depend on the 
order of the vertices of the triangle. The results pre- 
sented there are valid for (u 1, Vl) = (0, 0), 
(u2, v2) = (1, 0) and (u 3, v3) = (0, 1). However, for 
the choices (u 1, Vl) = (0, 0), (u 2, v2) = (0, 1) and 
(u3, v3) = (1, 0), the corresponding results are given 
in tables 3'and 4'. 
TABLE 1 
n 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
10 
V(2, 3) 
.1527339081990178 
.1445968387842634 
.1450546771590887 
.1450529179917253 
.1450512098684639 
.1450513673558663 
.1450513588357272 
.1450513591550581 
.1450513591470710 
TABLE 2 
n P 
2 .2040923587590681 
3 .2117438465802373 
4 .2110161639900142 
5 .2110697228373755 
6 .2110663855506859 
7 .2110665655772314 
8 .2110665570285013 
9 .2110665573912357 
10 .2110665573773150 
TABLE 3 - Integral 11 
n IEnl IE'nl IEn/En I 
2 .557 (- 3) .510 (- 3) .109 (1) 
3 .343 (- 5) .327 (- 5) .105 (1) 
4 .121 (- 7) .119 (- 7) .102 (1) 
5 .280 (-10) .278 (-10) .101 (1) 
6 .457 (-13) .456 (-13) .100 (1) 
7 .552 (-16) .552 (-16) .100 (1) 
8 .514 (-19) .514 (-19) .100 (1) 
9 .379 (-22) .379 (-22) .100 (1) 
10 .232 (-25) .232 (-25) .100 (1) 
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TABLE4 - Integral I 2 
n 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
IEnl IEnl IEn/Enl 
.185 (- 2) .688 (- 3) .277 (1) 
.347 (- 4) .122 (- 4) .284 (1) 
.208 (- 5) .757 (- 8) .275 (3) 
.445 (- 7) .595 (- 8) .754 (1) 
.335 (- 9) .166 (- 9) .202 (1) 
.976 (-11) .230 (-11) .424 (!) 
.416 (-12) .215 (-15) .193 (3) 
.799 ( -14)  
r 
.727 (-16) 
.833 (-15) .959 (I) 
.229 (-16) .317 (1) 
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TABLE 3' 
n 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
- Integral I 1 
IE n I IE'nl IEn/En I 
.193 (- 2) .379 (- 3) .509 (1) 
.166 (- 4) .216 (- 5) .769 (1) 
.759 (- 7) 
.214 (- 9) 
.409 ( -12)  
.737 (- 8) 
.166 (-10) 
.265 (-13) 
.566 (-15) .314 (-16) 
.593 (-18) .288 (-19) 
.486 (-21) .210 (-22) 
.322 (-24) .129 (-25) 
.103 (2) 
.129 (2) 
.154 (2) 
.180 (2) 
.206 (2) 
.231 (2) 
.250 (2) 
TABLE 4' - Integral 12 
n 
2 
3 
4 
IE n I IE' n I 
.253 (- 2) .656 (- 3) 
.373 (- 5) .134 (- 4) 
.153 (- 5) .509 (- 7) 
.418 (- 7) .467 (- 8) 
.440 (- 9) .152 (- 9) 
IEn/Enl 
.386 (1) 
.278 
.301 (2) 
.895 (1) 
.289 (I) 
.282 (1) .656 (-11) .233 (-11) 
.372 (-12) .536 (-14) .694 (2) 
.788 (-14) .719 (-15) .110 (2) 
10 .827 (-16) .216 (-16) .383 (1) 
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DO 600 L=I,NN 
C 
C ---HOLDI AND NgHT(1) CONTRIN THE VALUE OF RB$C(L) AND NGHT(L) • 
C ---SAVE CONSTANT8 TO AVOID REPETITIOUS CALCULATION • 
C 
IF(L.LE,ITE$T) 90 TO 100 
I=NNPI-L 
HOLDI=-RBOC(1) 
90 TO 200 
100 I=L 
HOLDI=AB$C(1) 
200 8AVEI=I.DO+HOLDI 
8RVE2=I.DO-HOLDI 
8RVE3=U3118RVEI 
8RVE4=V31mBRVEI 
8RVE5=OAVEI~NOHT(I) 
XX=U211$RVE2+UI 
YY=V21~$RVE2+VI 
TEMP=O.DO 
C 
DO 500 M=I,NN 
C 
C ---HOLD2 AND NGHT(J) CONTAIN THE VALUE OF AB$C(M) AND NGHT(M) • 
C 
IF(M.LE.ITEST) 90 TO 300 
J:NNPI-M 
HOLO2=-RBOC(J) 
GO TO 400 
300 J=M 
HOLD2=ABOC(J) 
400 8RVE6=I.DO-HOLD2 
X=XX+OAVE3~ORVE6 
Y=YY+$RVE4uSRVE6 
TEMP=TEMP+NgHT(J)~F(X,Y) 
500 CONTINUE 
C APROX=RPROX+SRvESITEMP 
C 
600 CONTINUE 
C 
RPROX=APROX~RBSJRC~O.125DO 
C 
RETURN 
END 
m 
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C . . . . . . . .  DOCUMENTATION 
C SUBROUTINE DTRIR 
C 
C . . . . .  PURPOSE : 
C 
C DTRIR COMPUTES RN RPPROXIMRTION TO THE DOUBLE INTEGRAL OF 
C F(U,V) OVER R TRIANGLE IN THE UV-PLRNE BY USING RN N~2 POINT, 
C PRECISION 2mN-2 , GENERALIZED GRUSS-LEGENDRE PRODUCT RULE . 
C 
C . . . . .  USAGE : 
C 
C CALL DTRIA(N,UI,VI,U2,V2,U3,V3,RB$C,WGHT,RPROX,F) 
C 
C . . . . .  DESCRIPTION OF INPUT PARAMETERS z 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
N . . . . . . . . .  NUMBER OF POINTS IN THE GENERATING N-POINT 
GRUSS-LEGENDRE QUADRATURE RULE ON ( -1 ,1 )  . 
U I ,V1- - - -~  
U2,v2 . . . . .  
U3,V3  . . . . .  DOUBLE PRECISION COORDINATES OF THE VERTICES OF THE 
TRIANGLE . 
• RBSC . . . . . .  
WGHT DOUBLE PRECISION ARRAYS CONTAINING THE NONNEGATIVE 
RBSCISSRS RND CORRESPONDING WEIGHTS FOR THE N-POINT 
GRUSS-LEGENDRE QURDRRTURE RULE ON ( - I ,1 )  . 
C . . . . .  DESCRIPTION OF OUTPUT VARIABLES : 
C 
C RPROX . . . . .  DOUBLE PRECISION APPROXIMATION TO THE DOUBLE 
C INTEGRAL OVER THE TRIANGLE • 
C 
C . . . . .  RESTRICTIONS : 
C 
C THE ARRAYS ABSC AND WGHT MUST BE DIMENSIONED TO AT LEAST THE 
C INTEGER PART OF (N+I)/2 IN THE CALLING PROGRAM • 
C IF N 18 ODD, THE ZERO ABSCISSA AND CORRESPONDING WEIGHT OF THE 
C N-POINT GAUSS-LEGENDRE RULE MUST BE IN THE (N+I)/2 POSITION OF 
C THE ARRAYS ABSC AND WGHT • 
C 
C . . . . .  FUNCTIONS REQUIRED : 
C 
C F. USER SUPPLIED DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F(U,V) OF THE 
C DOUBLE PRECISION VARIABLES U AND V 
C F MUST BE LISTED IN AN EXTERNAL STATEMENT IN THE 
C CRLL ING PROGRAM • 
C 
C- 
C 
SUBROUTINE DTRIR(N,UI,V1,U2,V2,U3,V3,RBSC,WGHT,RPROX,F) 
DOUBLE PRECISION UI,U2,U3,V1,V2,V3,U21,U31,V21,V31,SRVEI,SRVE2, 
i SRVE3,SRVE4,SRVE5,SRVEB,X,Y,XX,YY,RBSJRC,RPROX, 
2 TEflP,HOLDI,HOLD2,ABSC(1),WGHT(1),F 
C 
C . . . . .  COMPUTE COEFFICIENTS FOR RFFINE TRANSFORMATION AND ABSOLUTE 
C VRLUE OF JRCOBIRN . 
C 
U21=U2-U1 
V21=V2-V1 
U31=U3-U1 
V31=V3-V1 
RBSJRC=DRBS(U21EV31-V21~U31) 
C 
C . . . . .  INITIALIZE PARAMETERS • 
C 
U£1=U£1~O.SDO 
V21=V21=O.5DO 
U31=U31xO.25DD 
V31=V31wO.25DO 
NN=N 
NNPI=NN+I 
ITEST=NNP1/2 
APROX=O,DO 
C 
C . . . . .  CRLCULRTE CUBRTURE SUM . 
C 
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